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ABSTRACT
We present the VISTA–CFHT Stripe 82 (VICS82) survey: a near-infrared (J+Ks) survey covering 150 square
degrees of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) equatorial Stripe 82 to an average depth of J = 21.9 AB mag
and Ks = 21.4 AB mag (80% completeness limits; 5σ point source depths are approximately 0.5 mag brighter).
VICS82 contributes to the growing legacy of multi-wavelength data in the Stripe 82 footprint. The addition
of near-infrared photometry to the existing SDSS Stripe 82 coadd ugriz photometry reduces the scatter in
stellar mass estimates to δ log(M?)≈ 0.3 dex for galaxies with M? > 109M at z≈ 0.5, and offers improvement
compared to optical-only estimates out to z≈ 1, with stellar masses constrained within a factor of approximately
2.5. When combined with other multi-wavelength imaging of the Stripe, including moderate-to-deep ultraviolet
(GALEX), optical and mid-infrared (Spitzer-IRAC) coverage, as well as tens of thousands of spectroscopic
redshifts, VICS82 gives access to approximately 0.5 Gpc3 of comoving volume. Some of the main science
drivers of VICS82 include (a) measuring the stellar mass function of L? galaxies out to z ∼ 1; (b) detecting
intermediate redshift quasars at 2 . z . 3.5; (c) measuring the stellar mass function and baryon census of
clusters of galaxies, and (d) performing optical/near-infrared–cosmic microwave background lensing cross-
correlation experiments linking stellar mass to large-scale dark matter structure. Here we define and describe
the survey, highlight some early science results and present the first public data release, which includes an
SDSS-matched catalogue as well as the calibrated pixel data itself.
Keywords: surveys – catalogs – infrared: general
1. INTRODUCING VICS82
Extragalactic, and indeed Galactic, astronomy has entered
an era of deep large-area surveys. This has been facilitated by
improvements in instrumentation such as large format cam-
eras that can efficiently map huge swathes of sky with great
sensitivity, coupled with the use of dedicated survey tele-
scopes. This theme will shape the research landscape dur-
ing the coming decades, with several giant surveys coming
online now and in the near-future that will survey significant
fractions of the sky in the optical and near-infrared (e.g., Pan-
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STARRS13, Dark Energy Survey14, Hyper-SuprimeCam15, J-
PAS16, Large Synoptic Survey Telescope17, Euclid18) and in
the radio bands (e.g., Square Kilometer Array pathfinders,
LOFAR19). On the other hand, there will remain a need for
ultra-deep “keyhole” multi-wavelength surveys that can hunt
galaxies in the very early Universe.
The familiar “deep extragalactic survey fields”, such as
the Great Observatories Origins Deep Surveys (GOODS; Gi-
avalisco et al. 2004), established through significant obser-
vational investment over more than a decade have been the
key resources from which much of our understanding of the
high redshift Universe has been gleaned. These deep sur-
veys typically cover areas of no more than a square degree
and their pencil-beam nature naturally trade off volume for
depth. A clear niche is the intermediate-scale (of order 100
square degree) survey that balances the statistical benefits of
large area coverage with moderately deep multi-wavelength
coverage. With its unique combination of imaging and spec-
troscopic components, over the past decade the Sloan Digi-
tal Sky Survey (SDSS, York et al. 2000) has revolutionised
studies of galaxy populations and large scale structure in the
local (z < 0.3) Universe. The ability to perform studies with
similar statistical accuracy at higher-z would represent a dra-
matic step forward in our understanding of the evolution of
the galaxy populations of the early Universe.
During the fall seasons of 2000–2007, the SDSS repeat-
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Figure 1. VICS82 survey footprint. Grey regions indicate CFHT coverage, black regions indicate VISTA coverage. Gaps in the coverage indicate where a
pointing was omitted due to the presences of a very bright (7th magnitude or brighter) star, or where the survey is incomplete.
edly scanned a narrow (2.5 degrees in declination) 270 square
degree strip along the celestial equator. In SDSS nomencla-
ture this region is known as ‘Stripe 82’. The optical imaging
depth (i ' 22.8, z ' 21.8 AB) is two magnitudes fainter than
the main SDSS survey (Annis et al. 2014), providing a deep
probe of the Galactic structure, the evolution of galaxy pop-
ulations to z ≈ 1, and the demographics of faint and distant
quasars.
The wealth of multi-wavelength data in Stripe 82 is unpar-
alleled among extragalactic fields of comparable size. Stripe
82 already has a high density of spectroscopy, with tens
of thousands of redshift measurements from SDSS, 2SLAQ
(Richards et al. 2005), 2dF (Colless et al. 2001), 6dF (Jones
et al. 2004), DEEP2 (Newman et al. 2013), VVDS (Le Fèvre
et al. 2005), and PRIMUS (Coil et al. 2011). Surveys such
as the SDSS-III Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey
(BOSS; Dawson et al. 2013), SDSS-IV/eBOSS(SDSS Col-
laboration et al. 2016), WiggleZ (Drinkwater et al. 2010)
and soon the Hobby-Eberly Telescope Dark Energy Exper-
iment20 (HETDEX) have added and will add tens of thou-
sands more spectra to this legacy. In addition to imaging in
the Sloan bands, the Stripe is covered by GALEX Far/Near
UV imaging, with exposure twice the depth of the GALEX
Medium Imaging Survey (Morrissey et al. 2007), and by
the United Kingdom Infrared Deep Sky Survey (UKIDSS;
Lawrence et al. 2007) Large Area Survey (LAS) in the YJHK
bands (to K = 20.2) which are photometrically matched to the
SDSS coadd photometry in Bundy et al. (2015). Recently, an
area of 160deg2 of the Stripe has been imaged by the Canada-
France-Hawaii Telescope (CFHT) Stripe 82 Survey (CS82) in
the i′-band down to i′ ' 24.1 with a median seeing FWHM of
0.6′′ (Erben et al. 2013), allowing for precision weak lensing
measurements (Liu et al. 2015; Battaglia et al. 2016). Stripe
82 has also been observed as part of DES and the S-PLUS21
(Oliveira et al. in preparation). A 31.3deg2 area of the Stripe
has been covered by Chandra and, mostly, XMM-Newton, for
the Stripe 82 X-ray survey (LaMassa et al. 2016).
Degree-scale sub-regions also overlap with deeper imag-
ing: the UKIDSS Deep eXtragalctic Survey (DXS) and CFHT
Legacy Survey (CFHTLS) W4 fields. In the mid-infrared the
Spitzer HETDEX Exploratory Large-area Survey (SHELA,
Papovich et al. 2016) and the Spitzer IRAC Equatorial Survey
(SpIES, Timlin et al. 2016) have obtained 3.6µm and 4.5µm
imaging of 24 deg2 and 115 deg2 regions of Stripe 82 respec-
tively to 5σ depths of ∼5µJy.
At longer wavelengths, there have been two major Her-
schel surveys covering the Stripe, with the Herschel Stripe
82 Survey (HerS) obtaining 250, 350 and 500µm imaging of
79 deg2 of the Stripe to depths of 13.0, 12.9, and 14.8 mJy
beam−1 (Viero et al. 2014) and the HerMES Large Mode Sur-
20 http://hetdex.org/
21 http://www.iag.usp.br/labcosmos/en/s-plus/
Table 1
Central wavelengths and bandpasses of near-infrared filters used in VICS82.
Filter Central wavelength (µm) Bandpass (µm)
CFHT–WIRCam
J 1.25 0.16
Ks 2.15 0.33
VISTA–VIRCAM
J 1.25 0.18
Ks 2.15 0.30
vey (HeLMS) has covered 274 deg2 of SPIRE imaging, also
overlapping with the Stripe (Asboth et al. 2016). The full
Stripe also lies within the footprint of Atacama Cosmology
Telescope (ACT; Fowler et al. 2010) equatorial survey (r.m.s.
23 µK-arcmin at 148 GHz), and 80 square degrees of the
Stripe has 1.4 GHz Very Large Array (VLA) imaging three
times deeper than the VLA FIRST survey that reaches a typi-
cal r.m.s. depth of 0.15 mJy at 1.4 GHz (Hodge et al. 2011).
Stripe 82 is emerging as the first of a new generation of
Ω> 100 deg2 deep extragalactic survey fields, with an impres-
sive array of multi-wavelength observations already in-hand
or in progress. Here we present VICS82: the VISTA–CFHT
Stripe 82 survey covering approximately 150 square degrees
of the Stripe to a depth of J ≈ 22 mag and Ks ≈ 21.5 mag
(AB), a valuable addition to the growing legacy of data in
this field. In this article we describe the survey and present
the first data release. In §2 we describe the field layout, ob-
servations, details on calibration and data reduction strategy,
and source extraction (including key dianostics such as image
quality and depth). In §3 we outline our main science goals
and summarise the survey in §4. Throughout we give magni-
tudes on the AB system (Oke & Gunn 1983) unless otherwise
stated.
2. THE VICS82 SURVEY
VICS82 is conducted with the Canada France Hawaii Tele-
scope (CFHT) WIRCam instrument and with the Visible In-
frared Survey Telescope for Astronomy (VISTA) VIRCAM
instrument; survey load was split between the facilities.
VICS82 is a J and Ks-band survey, with the VISTA and CFHT
broadband filters well-matched (Jarvis et al. 2013; Table 1).
Here we describe the observation strategy, data reduction, cal-
ibration and source extraction methods.
2.1. Field layout and observation strategy
The VICS82 coverage of Stripe 82 is a near-contiguous
∼150 deg2 region defined by the boundaries 3 hours and
22.2 hours in Right Ascension and −1 < δ < 1 degrees
in Declination (Figure 1). With the combination of
VISTA/VIRCAM and CFHT/WIRCam pointings we obtain
nearly uniform coverage, however there are gaps in the tiling
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Figure 2. Accuracy of the absolute astrometric calibration of VICS82, rel-
ative to 2MASS for unsaturated point sources matched within 1′′. Points
show the relative offset in Right Ascension and Declination of point sources
extracted from a full VICS82 tile, compared to their counterpart in 2MASS.
Contours simply visualise the density of points in a smoothed kernel repre-
sentation. The mean offset is consistent with zero, with standard deviation in
the distribution of offsets in each direction: ∆α≈ 0.18′′,∆δ ≈ 0.15′′. Note
that the internal positional accuracy is much better than this, with a residual
of 0.1′′ at the 5σ limit of the survey and less than 0.05′′ at Ks < 20 mag (see
§2.3).
strategy where we have avoided several bright (<7th magni-
tude) stars. The target depth was 22 mag in both J and Ks
bands across the survey footprint. Each WIRCam ‘tile’ is a
3× 3 mosaic of individual 21.5′× 21.5′ WIRCam pointings,
and the VISTA ‘tiles’ are single VIRCAM 1◦×1◦ pointings.
In total, VICS82 is constructed from 33 VIRCAM tiles and
55 WIRCam tiles.
To obtain the required VISTA/VIRCAM integration times
of 180 s and 200 s in J and Ks respectively, observations used
Detector Integration Times (DITs) of 10 s per exposure with
on-chip NDITs of 9 and 10 in J and Ks. The standard 6-point
dither pattern fills gaps between detectors, producing effec-
tively an image of 1.45×1.05 deg2 per observation when cov-
ering wide areas. For the CFHT observations the standard
WIRCam 9-point dither pattern is used to cover chip gaps
and average over bad pixels. Individual exposure times are
55 s and 20 s in J and Ks to build up frame integrations of
330 s and 180 s respectively over fields of 21′×21′. To eval-
uate the total non-overlapping area of the survey we create a
block-averaged mosaic of the VIRCAM And WIRCam tiles
and sum the number of pixels then multiply by the pixel area.
This yields approximately 150 square degrees.
2.2. Data reduction and calibration
2.2.1. VISTA VIRCAM
The raw images are pre-processed (detrending involving
dark and flat field correction, first pass sky subtraction, as-
trometric and photometric calibration) by the Cambridge As-
tronomical Survey Unit (CASU), and subsequent process-
ing (refined sky subtraction, astrometric solutions, stacking
and quality control) are performed at TERAPIX. The pre-
reduction steps are identical to that of the UltraVISTA deep
Survey (McCracken et al. 2012). All calibration frames (sky,
flat and bad pixel masks) are processed by CASU using the
VIRCAM version 1.3 release. Science images were obtained
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Figure 3. Comparison of 2MASS and VICS82 J and Ks magnitudes for
sources with total magnitudes in the range Ks = 15–15.25 mag. Each his-
togram contains a total of 104 randomly selected sources across the survey.
The width (σ) of each distribution is 0.044 and 0.046 mag respectively, where
we have fit a gaussian to the central distributions after clipping. Note that
these numbers are averaged over both CFHT and VISTA photometry across
the full VICS82 survey area.
between October 2nd 2012 and January 14th 2013. Each sci-
ence images is graded based on the ESOGRADE keyword; we
rejected all images with grade C (158 images). The individual
pre-processed images from CASU were used to identify and
flag the saturated pixels, and these maps are used to discard
saturated objects from subsequent catalogs because they de-
grade the accuracy of the SCAMP (Bertin 2006) astrometric
and photometric calibrations (see below).
The QualityFITS software is applied to all input data, pro-
ducing weight-maps and catalogs and providing an initial
quality assessment beyond the rejection of grade C images de-
scribed above. We compute astrometric and photometric solu-
tions with SCAMP, using LDAC (Leiden Data Analysis Cen-
ter) catalogs produced by QualityFITS. The reference cata-
log for the astrometric and photometric absolute calibration is
2MASS (Skrutskie et al. 2006). SWarp (Bertin 2010) is used
to combine the individual pre-reduction images and weight
maps using the astrometric solution from SCAMP. This stack
is then used to produce a binary mask for the ‘proper’ sky-
subtraction step. The use of a deep stack to create the mask
instead of single exposure images enables a complete removal
of all faint objects, including those not detected in a single ex-
posure.
To create sky-subtracted images we start by adding to each
image the sky background frames originally subtracted by
CASU; this recovers the detrended images without sky sub-
traction. Based on the first pass stack and astrometric so-
lutions, we then compute object masks for each individual
image. We use these object masks (appropriately warped to
match the images) to compute and subtract a running sky for
each individual image based on a median of images taken dur-
ing a 20 minute interval. After the subtraction of the running
sky, we ‘destripe’ the images in both directions and remove
large-scale background gradients using SExtractor (Bertin &
Arnouts 1996). After this step the images are visually in-
spected to isolate problems that could persist after the sky
subtraction process. Images with poor sky subtraction and/or
unacceptable residuals (cosmetic defects, large scale patterns,
etc.) are eventually rejected through visual inspection. Fi-
nally, SCAMP is used to compute the astrometric and rela-
tive photometric calibration (field to field rescaling) using the
LDAC catalogs produced in the earlier step by QualityFITS.
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Figure 4. A comparison of the limiting depths and areas of various near-
infrared surveys, both existing and planned. Note that the Euclid mission
will not observe broadband K: imaging photometry will be in the Y , J and
H bands, reaching a depth of 24 mag in each for the wide survey, and two
magnitudes deeper in a smaller (40 deg2) deep survey. VICS82 fills a niche
in the area–depth parameter space linking small, deep surveys with those that
cover much larger solid angles to shallower depth.
Photometric calibration is checked by comparing the magni-
tudes measured on the images with the corresponding pho-
tometry in the 2MASS catalog.
2.2.2. CFHT WIRCam
The WIRCam data are reduced with the SIMPLE Imaging
and Mosaicking PipeLinE (SIMPLE, Wang 2010) under the
Interactive Data Language (IDL) environment. The WIRCam
raw images are first corrected for nonlinearity, and then im-
ages that were taken in the same dither sequence and from the
same HAWAII2-RG chips are then grouped and reduced to-
gether. Images are self-flattened with a two-pass procedure:
grouped images are first normalized and median-combined to
form a sky flat. Objects detected in the flattened images are
masked from the original images, and these masked images
are again normalized and median-combined to form a cleaner
final sky flat. On the flattened and object-masked images a
background is fitted with a 5th-degree polynomial surface,
which is subtracted from the image to improve flatness.
The flattened and sky-subtracted images are then corrected
for distortion and astrometry. An initial distortion correction
is derived from the changes of positions of detected objects
in the dithered images (see Wang 2010 for details). The fi-
nal astrometry calibration and projection of the images, which
also include the correction of distortion, are made by match-
ing the positions of detected objects to their coordinates in
the 2MASS point-source catalog. After astrometric calibra-
tion the images are coadded; these images are flux calibrated
by comparing the source fluxes (measured with 5′′ diameter
apertures) with the 2MASS point-source catalog. Only ob-
jects with Vega magnitudes in the ranges of J = 14–16 and
KS = 12.6–14.5 are used for flux calibration to avoid effects
of nonlinearity in the WIRCam images (bright end) and se-
lection effects in the 2MASS catalog (faint end). We adopt
the 2MASS ‘default magnitudes’ which attempt to account
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Figure 5. Distribution of average image quality for VICS82, evaluated as the
full width at half maximum of 104 point sources extracted from randomly se-
lected image tiles for each of the CFHT (blue) and VISTA (red) observations.
We achieve sub-arcsecond seeing across the majority survey in both J and Ks
bands (Table 2), with systematically better image quality in the VISTA tiles.
The lower panels show the median average images of the 104 sources for each
telescope and band. Each panel is 45′′ on a side (the scale bar shows 5′′), and
the images are normalized to unity at peak. The contours are at levels of 0.01,
0.1, 1 and 10% of peak. These average PSFs are used in the completeness
simulation described in §2.6.
for the total fluxes of the point sources. Finally, coadded and
flux-calibrated images from different chips and from differ-
ent dither sets are further combined to form deep wide-field
mosaic images (tiles).
2.3. Calibration
Figure 2 illustrates the typical accuracy of the VICS82 ab-
solute astrometric calibration relative to 2MASS. The mean
relative positional offset is consistent with zero, with a spread
(standard deviation) of less than 0.2′′ in Right Ascension and
Declination; this can be taken as the typical uncertainty in
the absolute astrometric calibration. The relative astrometry
is far more accurate, and we measure this using the complete-
ness simulation described in §2.6: by injecting point sources
at a known position and then measuring the offset from re-
covered (detected) position, we can assess the typical astro-
metric uncertainty as the root mean squared offset as a func-
tion of flux. This injection-recovery process is explained in
more detail in §2.6 where we use it to assess survey depth and
completeness. At Ks = 21.5 mag we measure an r.m.s offset
of 0.1′′ between input and recovered position (symmetric in
Right Ascension and Declination), falling to less than 0.05′′
for Ks < 20 mag. We confirm that this level of accuracy is con-
sistent across the full survey region. Figure 3 shows the dis-
persion in the photometric calibration for the J and Ks-bands
respectively for unsaturated sources with total magnitudes of
15–15.25 mag. Again, 2MASS–VICS82 photometry residu-
als are consistent with zero, and the dispersion is 0.044 mag
in J and 0.046 mag in Ks; this result is also consistent across
the full survey. Note that the VISTA–2MASS calibration con-
tains a color term (McCracken et al. 2012), but no color term
is available for the WIRCam–2MASS calibration.
2.4. Source extraction
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Table 2
Average image quality of VICS82. Average seeing is defined by the median
FWHM of gaussian fits to 10,000 point sources across the entire survey area
in each filter and from each telescope. The uncertainty is the standard
deviation of the FWHM distributions (Figure 5).
Telescope Ks J
CFHT (0.96±0.10)′′ (1.06±0.12)′′
VISTA (0.82±0.13)′′ (0.87±0.13)′′
We use SExtractor (version 2.14.7) to perform source detec-
tion, extraction and photometry. For both CFHT and VISTA,
we extract using a weight image derived during the data re-
duction with a ‘vanilla’ parameter set, the main components
of which are a ‘detection threshold’ (DETECT_THRESH) of
2 with a ‘minimum area’ (MIN_AREA) of 3 contiguous pix-
els meeting the detection threshold. Inspection of the source
catalogues reveals that this set of parameters is effective at
detecting the widest range of sources (from the low signal-to-
noise regime to the brightest extended sources) with sensible
de-blending of unassociated emission and low contamination
from obviously spurious sources. The final catalogue, after re-
jecting duplicate detections across overlapping tiles, contains
9.5 million sources with Ks < 22 mag across a total of 150
square degrees. In Figure 8 we plot the J and Ks-band galaxy
number counts, corrected for completeness (§2.6), compared
to other surveys. There is excellent agreement with data from
the literature down to the survey depth (§2.6). Note that we
have rejected stars using the same (g− i)–(J −Ks) stellar locus
definition as Jarvis et al. (2013), which is based on Baldry et
al. (2010).
2.5. Image quality
We assess image quality across the survey by measuring the
FWHM of bright unsaturated point sources with 14 < Ks <
15 mag detected in the catalogue described above, retaining
sources with CLASS_STAR (a measure of star/galaxy separa-
tion)>0.95. In addition, we create a median stack of the point
sources (normalising each source to its peak flux) to generate
an average PSF for each band and telescope. In Figure 5 we
show the distribution of image quality for the full survey, and
the average PSFs derived from the stacking. We use the latter
to derive aperture corrections for photometry through a sim-
ple curve-of-growth analysis. Table 2 summarises the average
values for the image quality, which is clearly systematically
better in the VISTA imaging, but note that we achieve . 1′′
seeing across the majority of the survey in both bands and
telescopes. Table 3 lists the aperture-to-total flux corrections
for apertures with diameters 1–5′′ derived from a curve-of-
growth analysis of the average PSFs shown in Figure 5.
2.6. Survey depth and completeness
To evaluate survey depth and completeness, we run a simple
simulation where model point sources of varying total magni-
tude are inserted into the images and then re-extracted; the
rate of recovery of these sources allows us to estimate sur-
vey completeness and a measure of depth. We use the aver-
age stack PSFs described above (§2.5, Figure 5) scaled such
that their magnitude measured in a 2′′ diameter aperture is
20<Ks < 24 mag. At each flux interval 10,000 sources are in-
serted into the data, with each model source added at a random
point within a randomly chosen tile from the survey. SExtrac-
tor is then used to recover these sources, adopting the same
Table 3
Aperture corrections to total magnitudes for point sources in VICS82.
Diameter CFHT VISTA
(arcseconds) (mag) (mag)
J Ks J Ks
1.0 −0.94 −0.81 −0.84 −0.71
1.5 −0.43 −0.38 −0.46 −0.36
2.0 −0.26 −0.24 −0.33 −0.25
2.5 −0.18 −0.18 −0.26 −0.20
3.0 −0.13 −0.14 −0.21 −0.16
3.5 −0.10 −0.11 −0.17 −0.14
4.0 −0.08 −0.09 −0.14 −0.13
4.5 −0.07 −0.08 −0.11 −0.11
5.0 −0.06 −0.07 −0.09 −0.10
Table 4
Point source depth and completeness limits for VICS82. We report the
average 5σ detection threshold (measured in a 2′′ aperture, corrected to
total) and 50% and 80% completeness limits for the CFHT and VISTA
images following the methods described in §2.3. The parameters m50 and F
can be used in equation 1 to model the completeness as a function of
magnitude.
Telescope m50 m80 F 5σ depth
(mag) (mag) (mag)
Ks
CFHT 21.9 21.4 3.11 20.9
VISTA 21.8 21.4 3.24 20.9
J
CFHT 22.4 21.9 2.98 21.4
VISTA 22.4 21.9 2.98 21.5
detection criteria as used in our ‘real’ catalogue extraction de-
scribed above. Figure 6 shows the completeness curves for
the J and Ks bands for each telescope. We also determine
the average signal-to-noise ratio of the flux measured in a 2′′
aperture for each recovered source, with the 5σ limit approx-
imately corresponding to the 80% completeness level.
Each completeness curve can be modelled by a smoothed
step function of the form
C =
1
1+ eF (m−m50)
(1)
where C is the completeness, m50 is the 50% completeness
level and F is the smoothing parameter. This function pro-
vides a convenient analytic form to model survey complete-
ness as a function of magnitude. The average 50% and 80%
completeness and 5σ point source depths (aperture corrected)
are given in Table 4, along with the parameter F .
2.7. Reliability
We evaluate the false detection rate as a function of mag-
nitude by running SExtractor (as in §2.4) on 105 randomly
selected 5′×5′ regions of each of the CFHT and VISTA parts
of the survey. First, the source extraction is run on the image
to determine the locations of positive sources; the correspond-
ing pixels are then set to the background median of the image.
This image is then inverted and the source extraction is run
again with the same parameters; for gaussian noise, the num-
ber of detected ‘sources’ in the inverted image will correspond
to the expected number of false positives in the real catalogue.
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Figure 6. Completeness curves for VICS82, split by band and telescope. Completeness rates are determined by injecting model point sources into the data,
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Figure 7. False detection rates Nfalse/Nreal as a function of magnitude. The
false detection rates were determined by inverting sub-images and running
the source extraction as described in §2.4 (further details of the method in
§2.7). Any ‘sources’ detected in these inverted images are noise spikes meet-
ing the detection criteria; for gaussian noise this will correspond to the ex-
pected number of false positives at a given flux level in the real catalogue.
The vertical line in each panel marks the average 5σ limit of the survey in
each band. The false detection rates at this limit are 2.3% (CFHT, dashed
line) and 4.6% (VISTA, solid line) in J and 1.4% (CFHT) and 2.6% (VISTA)
in Ks.
Figure 7 shows the false detection rate as a function of magni-
tude, illustrating a characteristic rise in false positives as one
approaches the survey limit. At the average 5σ point source
limit the false detection rate in the J band is 4.6% and 2.3% for
the VISTA and CFHT catalogues respectively. In the Ks band
the rates are 2.6% and 1.4% at the survey limit. Note that
these figures no not reflect the increased false detection rate
due to spurious sources resulting from (for example) bright
halos and diffraction spikes around stars.
2.8. First data release
Our intention is to deliver a series of data re-
leases of increasing sophistication, culminating in a fully
band-merged catalogue with optimally homogenised (PSF-
matched) optical–infrared photometry and ‘added value’
data products including ugrizJKs+3.6µm+4.5µm photomet-
ric redshifts incorporating the VICS82 photometry with ex-
isting SDSS optical data and mid-infrared photometry from
Spitzer/IRAC (Papovich et al. 2016; Timlin et al. 2016). In
this first VICS82 data release (DR1) we provide a Ks-selected
catalogue, cut at Ks = 22 mag, matched to the independent J
catalogue. This catalogue contains about 9.5 million sources
over 151 square degrees, with ‘total’ (MAG_AUTO) and aper-
ture (1′′, 1.5′′, 2′′, 2.5′′ and 3′′ diameter, MAG_APER) mag-
nitudes derived from our ‘vanilla’ extraction procedure de-
scribed above (§2.4). The catalogue has been purged of in-
ternal matches (for overlapping tiles) using a 1′′ elimination
radius (roughly 3σ in terms of the astrometric uncertainty).
We also match the VICS82 catalogue to the SDSS DR9 cat-
alogue using a 2′′ matching radius, providing SDSS ugriz
(deep coadd) photometry, spectroscopic redshifts and clas-
sifications. In addition to the catalogue, we provide access
to the calibrated pixel data via a cut-out server available at
http://stri-cluster.herts.ac.uk/vics82. Full image tiles are
also available from this URL.
3. OVERVIEW OF SELECT SCIENCE GOALS
VICS82 stands in a unique position in the depth-area pa-
rameter space of existing near-infrared surveys (Figure 3).
There is diverse science potential for this data; as described
above, we will make timely data releases of calibrated imag-
ing and catalogue products of increasing sophistication that
can be used by the community, but we have some specific
science goals (that originally motivated the survey) that we
briefly overview here.
3.1. Stellar mass functions of L> L? galaxies to z∼ 1
Sampling the rest-frame J-band at z ∼ 1, Ks-band imag-
ing has the potential to improve photometric redshift esti-
mates and stellar mass estimates over what can be achieved
when the reddest available filter is the z-band, which is blue-
ward of the 4000Å break at z > 1. To examine the qual-
ity of photometric redshift estimates based on the Stripe 82
coadd optical photometry after adding the VICS82 photome-
try, we derive photometric redshifts (zphot) for VICS82 objects
with existing spectroscopic redshifts. Photometric redshifts
are measured using the DEmP code (Hsieh & Yee 2014).
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Figure 8. Number counts of galaxies detected in VICS82 in J and Ks, not corrected for incompleteness. We compare the counts to those measured in the same
bands in the deeper near-infrared surveys VIDEO (Jarvis et al. 2013) and WIRDS (Bielby et al. 2012), with excellent agreement to the VICS82 survey depth.
Note that the slight incompleteness in the J-band counts at the faint end is due to the construction of the master catalogue, which is effectively Ks-selected.
Although the filter transmission curves of VISTA/VIRCAM
and CFHT/WIRCam are very similar, the slight difference
can still affect the quality of the photometric redshift if the
two filter systems are assumed to be identical in the pho-
tometric redshift code. Therefore, the photometric redshifts
of the VISTA/VIRCAM and CFHT/WIRCam photometry are
derived separately. We first match the VICS82 catalogue to
various available spectroscopic redshift catalogues (mainly
BOSS). The matched catalogues include 40112 objects (in the
VISTA footprint) and 32,706 objects (in the CFHT footprint).
Because DEmP is an empirical photometric redshift code, a
training set is needed. We therefore split each matched cat-
alogue in half, and use one as the training set, the other the
validation set. We first perform the photometric redshift esti-
mation for the validation set using the SDSS photometry only,
then repeat the same procedure using the SDSS + VICS82
photometry. The results are shown in Figure 9 (left panel),
where we compare (zphot − zspec)/(1+ zspec) versus true redshift
for the SDSS-only and SDSS+VICS82 fits, with an error bar
that shows the 1σ standard deviation of the redshift residual
to represent the scatter.
Both fits give residuals consistent with zero, with a scatter
that increases significantly beyond z > 0.8. Interestingly, the
addition of the VICS82 does not significantly improve the ac-
curacy of photometric redshifts compared to the optical pho-
tometry alone. A possible reason is that the main features
driving the photometric redshift fit (e.g. the 4000Å break) are
still in the optical bands at z < 1. At z > 1, where we might
expect gains in the photometric redshift fitting when including
VICS82 photometry, the SDSS depth starts to become impor-
tant in the signal-to-noise ratio of high-z sources. In this case,
the VICS82 data should provide a greater improvement on
photometric redshifts when matched to DES or the forthcom-
ing J-PAS data on Stripe 82.
In addition to the photometric redshift, we also examine
the quality of the stellar mass estimate when the VICS82
photometry is included. Doing so requires that the “true”
stellar masses for objects in the test sample is known. To
proceed, we thus assume that the stellar mass of an object
derived using SED (spectral energy distribution) fitting with
the SDSS and VICS82 photometry and its spectroscopic red-
shift is the true answer. We use newhyperz version 1122 with
the GALAXEV stellar synthesis model (Bruzual & Charlot
2003) to perform the SED fitting. To test how the accuracy
of the stellar mass estimate can be improved by adding the
VICS82 photometry, we perform the SED fitting for the vali-
dation set twice. The first run uses the SDSS photometry only
with the photometric redshift derived using the SDSS pho-
tometry. The second run uses the SDSS + VICS82 photom-
etry with the photometric redshift derived using the SDSS +
VICS82 photometry. The results are shown in Figure 9 (right
panel). Here we see significant improvements in the the stel-
lar mass estimate with VICS82 photometry is used: the scatter
in log10(Mphoto−z/Mreference) reduces by a factor ∼2 at z ≈ 0.5
to ∼0.3 dex. Note also that SDSS-only mass estimates are
systematically biased high by ∼0.1–0.2 dex. At higher red-
shifts the scatter starts to increase in the stellar mass estimate,
but with the SDSS+VICS82 fits systematically improved over
SDSS alone. On average, the scatter in the residual for stellar
mass estimates at z < 1 reduces from ∼0.7 dex to ∼0.4 dex
for galaxies with M? > 109M when VICS82 photometry is
added to the SDSS optical photometry.
Large survey fields usually lack comprehensive spectro-
scopic follow-up: VICS82 offers the distinct advantage that
the majority of galaxies with stellar mass M? > 1011M have
spectroscopic redshifts from BOSS (also forming an excellent
training set for precision photometric redshifts of lower-mass
galaxies). The fainter optical magnitudes of galaxies accessi-
ble at the VICS82 depth will be increasingly well measured
by DES and HSC surveys in the field. The 1–2% statisti-
cal precision in number densities measured in the 0.5 Gpc3
VICS82 volume (0.3 < z < 1.2) enables us to address some
key issues: (a) the basic prediction of hierarchical mass as-
sembly in the ΛCDM framework that has yet to be verified in
measurements of the evolving abundance of massive galaxies;
(b) tracking the flow of evolving populations by measuring
how the declining number density of one category is com-
pensated by the rise of another; (c) using morphological data
22 http://userpages.irap.omp.eu/∼rpello/newhyperz/
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Figure 9. (left) Photometric redshift accuracy for galaxies as a function of redshift, comparing fits using just SDSS (Stripe 82 coadd) photometry and the
combination of SDSS+VICS82. The error bars reflect the 1σ standard deviation in the residual. Since key photometric fitting features such as the 4000Å break
are still in the optical bands out to z ≈ 1, it is likely the reason (in combination with the SDSS Stripe 82 optical depth) the scatter remains similar. (right) The
improvement in stellar mass estimates (using photometric redshifts) when VICS82 photometry is added to SDSS, where the reference mass is derived from the
best fitting SED template for galaxies where the spectroscopic redshift is known. We make a cut in stellar mass >109M. There is a clear gain in accuracy when
including the VICS82 near-infrared photometry in the stellar mass estimates out to z ≈ 1, and this is where the real benefit of the wide VICS82 survey can be
found.
(e.g. bulge-to-disc ratios, half light radii, Sérsic indices and
more sophisticated surface brightness fitting algorithms) from
the existing CFHT i-band data (Moraes et al, in preparation)
and star formation rates. VICS82 can also explore the pro-
cesses that drive star formation quenching and the formation
of bulge-dominated galaxies, linking such populations with
their progenitors (Bundy et al. 2010).
3.2. Clusters: mass calibration, baryon census, and lensing
Several optical cluster catalogs have already been con-
structed for Stripe 82 (e.g., Geach et al. 2011; Durret et al.
2015), and now sensitive millimetre mapping with the Ata-
cama Cosmology Telescope (ACT) and Planck are producing
mass-limited SZ-selected cluster samples (e.g. Hasselfield et
al. 2013). For all clusters within the VICS82 footprint, we will
be able to measure the total cluster mass via a stacked weak
lensing technique (via the high quality CS82 i-band imag-
ing, Shan et al. 2014), and the VICS82 data will enable us
to measure the stellar mass function of cluster members down
to M? ≈ 5× 1010M. For clusters detected by ACT, we can
thus readily measure the baryon fraction in clusters to z > 1,
which will be a strong constraint on cluster formation mod-
els. For lower mass clusters with a SZ signal below the ACT
limit, we can stack the maps at the location of optically identi-
fied clusters to search for the average SZ signal, thus probing
the baryon fraction to lower mass regimes. In Figure 10 we
present examples of iJKs composite images of several z> 0.5
clusters identified by ACT through the SZ-effect (Hasselfield
et al. 2013).
We can also search for strongly lensed background galax-
ies, revealing lensed galaxies that are extremely red in near-
infrared/optical colours. These could be examples of high-
z dusty starburst galaxies, where the optical light is heav-
ily extinguished, or massive and passive galaxies at z > 1.
Strong lensing allows us to perform follow-up studies that
would otherwise be impossible in the non-lensed case, owing
to the flux amplification and magnification of projected scales
by strong lensing. Geach et al. (2015) present a demonstra-
tion of the detection of a ‘red arc’, discovered as part of the
citizen science project SPACEWARPS (Marshall et al. 2016;
More et al. 2016). This project used 40,000 iJKs RGB com-
posite images from VICS82 and CS82 data with the aim of
identifying gravitationally lensed features. The best candi-
date was ‘9io9’, a red partial Einstein ring around a Lumi-
nous Red Galaxy at z≈ 0.2. Subsequent spectroscopic (near-
infrared and millimetre) follow-up determined the redshift of
this source to be z = 2.553, and it was also revealed to be a
radio- and sub-millimetre bright active galaxy of intrinsic lu-
minosity L > 1013L. Discovery of such rare sources is only
made possible by large surveys such as VICS82 and we in-
tend to mine the data for further discoveries, both through cit-
izen science and in automatic machine learning searches (e.g.,
Hocking et al. 2015; Bom et al. 2016).
3.3. Intermediate redshift quasars
Observations of the quasar population in the near-infrared
are key, since this links the rest-frame ultraviolet/optical to the
mid-infrared (λ∼ 5−30µm). However, only the bright, <16
magnitude quasars are detected in the shallow 2MASS sur-
vey; the majority of known quasars are fainter than this in the
near-infrared bands. Peth et al. (2011) generated a catalog of
70,000 K-band detected QSOs over the SDSS DR6 footprint;
those authors used UKIDSS LAS data on Stripe 82, but even
with these slightly deeper data, the i > 21 mag objects were
not detected. It was shown that using a KX selection (where
the quasar SED shows an excess in the K-band compared to
a stellar SED), one can successfully identify quasar candidate
objects that would be normally excluded from the standard
SDSS optical quasar selection algorithm (Peth et al. 2011).
We demonstrate this for SDSS+VICS82 gjKs photometry in
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Figure 11. gJKs colour-colour plot showing spectroscopically classified ob-
jects from SDSS DR9 with Ks < 21 mag, where we separate out the very high
redshift (z > 5) QSOs. For clarity we only show no more than 1000 of each
type of object. This illustrates how intermediate and high redshift QSOs can
be selected using a combination of SDSS optical and VICS82 near-infrared
photometry, with extragalactic point sources cleanly separated from the stel-
lar locus.
Figure 11, where we plot the colours of sources that have been
spectroscopically identified as ‘STAR’, ‘GALAXY’ or ‘QSO’
by SDSS. Thus, VICS82 opens up the possibility of investi-
gating the quasar epoch over 2< z< 3.5, where current (usu-
ally optically selected) quasar samples are poorly represented.
The BOSS survey is probing these redshifts (e.g. Ross et al.
2012), but data from VICS82 is required to match the i-band
depths of CS82 and DES.
4. SUMMARY
We present VICS82: the VISTA–CFHT near-infrared sur-
vey of Stripe 82. VICS82 comprises 150 square degrees of
moderately deep (J ≈ 22 mag, Ks ≈ 21.5 mag) near-infrared
imaging in what is becoming the first bona fide ∼100 square
degree scale extragalactic survey field. Around 9.5 million
sources are catalogued down to the Ks < 22 mag, approxi-
mately 41% of which are matched to SDSS DR9 counterparts
(including spectroscopy where available).
Naturally there exist a wide range of application for the
VICS82 data, however in this paper we have outlined a few
of the key goals that motivated the survey in the first in-
stance. These include evaluating the stellar mass functions of
>L? galaxies out to z∼ 1, stellar mass calibration and baryon
census of galaxy clusters, strong lensing, cross-correlation of
optical/near-infrared selected galaxy catalogues with cosmic
microwave background lensing, and the detection of interme-
diate redshift (KX-selected) quasars.
This article presents the VICS82 survey definition, includ-
ing a description of the data acquisition and reduction meth-
ods, calibration, data quality analysis and source extraction.
We make available the first VICS82 data release, compris-
ing a catalogue of VICS82 Ks-band selected sources, matched
to an independently extracted J-band catalogue. This is in
turn matched to the SDSS photometric and spectroscopic cat-
alogues where optical counterparts exist at SDSS Stripe 82
depths. Imaging (pixel) data is made available through a web
tool. We now plan a series of data releases of increasing
sophistication, culminating in a band-merged catalogue con-
taining fully PSF-homogenised photometry across VICS82,
SDSS, CS82, DES and SpIES, and including photometric red-
shifts and stellar mass estimates incorporating the new near-
infrared data.
The catalogue and imaging are available from http://stri-
cluster.herts.ac.uk/vics82/.
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